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unless specifically requested, software products that are included in the cost of a class should be
distributed with a complete set of student materials. it is the instructor's responsibility to select and

distribute appropriate materials. licenses are controlled by the department. if you have questions about
specific licenses, please contact your local it department. please note that the only software where the

license is contingent on the microsoft student subscription (mss) is the microsoft exchange email service
(formerly the microsoft ocs) for students and faculty. for this software, an mss is required. most of the

software titles below are offered for both academic and personal use. if a needed application is not
listed, first contact your local it department to see if they have an active license for it. if an application
required for university purposes is not offered at the university, please complete a software suggestion
form, and northwestern it will begin the software evaluation process. to receive notifications, you will
need to subscribe to at least one email address. access to software downloads are controlled by the
department. if you have questions about specific licenses, please contact your local it department.

please note that the only software where the license is contingent on the microsoft student subscription
(mss) is the microsoft exchange email service (formerly the microsoft ocs) for students and faculty. for

this software, an mss is required. the following software titles below are offeredfor academic and/or
personal use to students and staff. if a needed application is not listed, first contact your local it

department to see if they have an active license for it. if an application required for university purposes
is not offered at the university, please complete a software suggestion form, and northwestern it will

begin the software evaluation process.
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all rit software and hardware that is marked or identified as a trademark, trade name, service mark, or
software product name of rit is under a license agreement with rit and is subject to terms and conditions
that govern its use. all other rit software or hardware is governed by the agreement(s) that were made
when the product was acquired. consult the "license" section of the rit technical information system, or
the rit saas management system for more information about the terms and conditions for the software
products. the following sections detail the processes and policies implemented to ensure appropriate

software usage at rit. for a complete description, refer to rit's software management plans.all academic
and research software, including those that have been distributed to faculty and staff, must be licensed
and must not be used without approval from rit's office of information and computer services. academic
and research software to which rit has granted a research exemption from licensing is identified by an

asterisk (*) in the exemption from licensing column in the list of software titles on this page. devices are
not allowed to be taken into non-it locations, except for authorized testing purposes. any and all

computers and electronic devices (including digital cameras, hand-held scanners, hand-held cameras,
audio recorders, and recording equipment) that are owned, used, or are administered by the academic,

research, professional or administrative staff of rit or are owned, used, or administered by the
institutional review board are considered rit property and are subject to the terms and conditions of the

rit software licenseagreement. 5ec8ef588b
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